Dublin School Packing List
The following list of clothing and equipment reflects what is needed not just for living comfortably in a dorm or in the classroom, but also for spending a fair amount of time out of doors working and playing in all seasons. Experience suggests that boarding students often bring too many items for their rooms. We suggest bringing a limited amount at the beginning of the year. Additional items can be shipped as the need arises. Many items, toiletries and school supplies, can be purchased on campus at the school store.

Packing List
• 5 fabric/washable face masks or coverings - Due to the uncertain landscape of COVID 19 we ask that students bring their own masks to school
• Personal size hand sanitizer
• Blankets/comforter
• sheets/pillow/pillow cases for regular twin mattress (an extra-long twin mattress can be provided upon request)
• towels
• toiletries, shower caddy
• book bag or backpack
• desk lamp (no HALOGEN lamps)
• casual clothing for weekends and evenings
• pajamas/robe
• personal athletic gear (cleats, running shoes, shin guards, mouth guards)
• boots for cold weather (winter) and hiking/work (insulated and/or waterproof (or water resistant) is recommended)
• winter gloves & hat (waterproof or resistant is recommended)
• warm coat (insulated, lined, water/wind resistant is recommended)
• long underwear (synthetic fiber, not cotton)
• flashlight
• a power strip (no extension cords)

• laundry bag or basket

• Rain coat/boots

• Umbrella

**Highly Recommended**

• Fan for promoting good air circulation in rooms

• lock-box for valuables
• ski/snowboard equipment (not needed until after Thanksgiving break)

Not Required – Bring if you have

• computer-personal preference: Mac or PC – **monitor size must be less than 22”**

• backpack for hiking, mess kit

• sleeping bag (for orientation and other trips)

• bike w/lock

• work gloves

• plastic bins for storage

**NOT ALLOWED**

NO alcohol, tobacco, nicotine delivery devices, drug related, pornographic or sexually explicit posters or clothing, personal televisions, refrigerators, hot plates, electric heaters, electric blankets, extension cords microwaves, rice cookers, crock pots, coffee pots, pets, cloth wall hangings (i.e. flags, tapestries or furniture other than that provided by the school), matches, lighters, knives (other than small multi-tools).

Irons must shut off automatically, and fans are allowed but may not be left on when room is unoccupied.

For further regulations please refer to THE HANDBOOK FOR STUDENTS AND PARENTS. DRESS AND GROOMING CODE
DRESS AND GROOMING CODE

The Dublin School Dress and Grooming Code is designed to ensure safety around authentic self-expression and help promote necessary hygiene practices. We respect the individual and unique potential each member of the community brings to our school and support their freedom to express themselves authentically. No member of the community should be affected by dress code enforcement because of racial identity, sex assigned at birth, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, ethnicity, cultural or religious identity, household income, body size/type, or body maturity.

Dublin School students will prepare their best selves each day by being role models in what they wear, taking accountability for their hygiene, and being supportive in the freedom of expression of others.

Dublin School requires academic dress, as defined below, for all academic and administrative obligations.

Academic Dress Code:

1. Clothing will not have graphics or language that does not align with Dublin’s community values of belonging.
2. Clothing worn to academic engagements will not be clothing designed specifically for sleeping or lounging (pajamas, sleepwear, undergarments).
3. Clothing will not interfere with good hygiene practices or the range of motion required in academic classes.
   a. Students should dress in clean clothing each day. Additionally, clothing must be laundered regularly to be clean (free of odor and stains). See Grooming Code (below) for more information.
   b. Open garments like skirts, dresses, and shorts must cover the body enough to sit without exposing undergarments to public chairs/surfaces.
   c. Clothing must allow for daily movement around campus that promotes student comfort, flexibility, and range of motion.
4. Faces must be visible (sunglasses, hats or hoods covering face shall be removed)—with the exception of religious or ethnic attire, or protective mouth coverings (PPE).
5. Hearing must be unrestricted during classes and meetings (no headphones or other hearing restrictions) - with the exception of school approved accommodations or religious observance.
6. All types of footwear in good repair are acceptable and should be seasonally appropriate. While open-toed shoes may be worn on campus, close-toed shoes are required for safety reasons during certain activities and in specific spaces. It is required that students wear safe footwear in the winter (and pending certain weather conditions).
7. Some classes may have specific clothing requirements for physical safety or movement. For example, oversized clothing may not be allowed in Science Labs, Art Studio, or Woodshop. Instructors will provide guidance for this at the beginning of the term.

People Must Wear:
- Shirt or Top
- Bottom: pants/shorts/skirt/dress/leggings
- Shoes

People May Wear: (Unless the item violates a rule from the "people cannot wear" category)
- Hats, hoodies, and head wraps - as long as the face is clearly visible
- Any style of hair
- Religious attire of any kind
- Clothing that expresses their self-identified gender
- Fitted pants, including leggings, yoga pants and "skinny jeans"
- Midriff baring shirts or tank tops, including spaghetti straps, halter tops, and "tube" (strapless) tops
- Clean, odor-free athletic attire

People Cannot Wear:
- Violent, oppressive, dehumanizing, or obscene language or images including depictions of stereotypes
- Images or language depicting drugs or alcohol (or any illegal item or activity)
- Images or language that creates a hostile or intimidating environment
- Sunglasses, helmets, headgear or sunglasses that obscures the face (except as a religious observance).
- Headphones or anything that restricts hearing in classrooms or meetings (except as an accommodation or religious observance).
- Clothing with strong odors or that is clearly not laundered. (eg unwashed athletic wear)
- Clothing specifically designed for sleep, lounging (including sweatpants), or significantly exposed undergarments (straps or waistbands are ok).

Formal Dress Code:
Formal dress (including suits or sport coats with tie, dresses, skirts, or nicer-than-academic dress) will be expected at special events throughout the year such as convocation, award ceremonies, presentations, and community dinners.

Grooming Code:
This policy has been developed to ensure that all students understand the importance of grooming and hygiene in the academic setting or when otherwise representing Dublin School. The standards of grooming and hygiene outlined below set forth the minimum requirements to which all students are required to follow. Dublin School recognizes that the hygiene of its students contributes to their overall health, self-respect, and public image.

Hygiene – Every student is expected to practice daily hygiene and good grooming habits as set forth in further detail below.

❖ Hair – Hair should be clean, combed, and/or arranged. Additional requirements for hair restraint may be required for athletics, kitchen work, or other activities.
- **Teeth** – Students must practice good oral hygiene by keeping their teeth clean.
- **Body Odor** – Students must practice daily hygiene to prevent body odor. Regular bathing is required. Deodorant or antiperspirant is strongly recommended.
- **Clothing** – Students must regularly launder their clothes to keep them clean and free of odors and stains.
- **Nails** – Hands and nails should be clean and well-kept and should not prevent a student from writing, typing, or engaging in obligations such as academic duties and work gang.